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Recent observations of neutron stars with gravitational waves and X-ray timing provide unprece-
dented access to the equation of state (EoS) of cold dense matter at densities difficult to realize in
terrestrial experiments. At the same time, predictions for the EoS equipped with reliable uncertainty
estimates from chiral effective field theory (χEFT) allow us to bound our theoretical ignorance. In
this work, we analyze astrophysical data using a nonparametric representation of the neutron-star
EoS conditioned on χEFT to directly constrain the underlying physical properties of the compact
objects without introducing modeling systematics. We discuss how the data alone constrain the
EoS at high densities when we condition on χEFT at low densities. We also demonstrate how to
exploit astrophysical data to directly test the predictions of χEFT for the EoS up to twice nuclear
saturation density, in order to estimate the density at which these predictions might break down. We
find that the existence of massive pulsars, gravitational waves from GW170817, and NICER observa-
tions of PSR J0030+0451 favor χEFT predictions for the EoS up to nuclear saturation density over a
more agnostic analysis by as much as a factor of 7 for the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations
used in this work. While χEFT predictions using QMC are fully consistent with gravitational-wave
data up to twice nuclear saturation density, NICER observations suggest that the EoS stiffens rel-
ative to these predictions at or slightly above nuclear saturation density. Additionally, for these
QMC calculations, we marginalize over the uncertainty in the density at which χEFT begins to
break down, constraining the radius of a 1.4M neutron star to R1.4 = 11.40+1.38−1.04 (12.54
+0.71
−0.63) km
and the pressure at twice nuclear saturation density to p(2nsat) = 14.2
+18.1
−8.4 (28.7
+15.3
−15.0) MeV/fm
3
with massive pulsar and gravitational-wave (and NICER) data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The properties of dense, strongly interacting matter,
described by the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) phase
diagram, remain elusive both experimentally and theo-
retically. While recent progress on both fronts provides
glimpses of the underlying physical interactions, large
parts of the phase diagram are still unknown.
Experiments that collide heavy ions have helped con-
strain the properties of dense matter at finite tempera-
ture and small isospin asymmetry up to densities of 2–
4nsat [1], where the nuclear saturation density nsat =
0.16 nucleons/fm3 is the baryon density encountered in
the center of atomic nuclei. Nuclear structure experi-
ments, especially those pertaining to neutron-rich nuclei,
∗ Email: reed.essick@gmail.com
continue to provide useful information about the prop-
erties of cold neutron-rich matter at sub-nuclear den-
sities [2, 3]. In the cosmos, dense strongly-interacting
matter can be found in the cores of neutron stars (NSs),
remnants of core-collapse supernovae that harbor matter
with large isospin asymmetry at densities up to 10nsat.
Theoretically, the description of the dense QCD matter
encountered in NSs is feasible only at either low baryon
density (. 2nsat) where strong interactions among nucle-
ons are tractable [4, 5] or at very large density (& 50nsat)
when interactions between quarks are weak [6]. At the
intermediate densities relevant for the core of NSs, no mi-
croscopic calculations with robust uncertainties exist so
far (but see Ref. [7] for advances in symmetric matter).
The dense-matter equation of state (EoS) relates the
pressure p and the energy density  at a given baryon
density n and temperature T . Of particular interest for
NSs is the EoS of dense matter in the limit T → 0, be-
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2cause thermal energies in the interior of NSs are typically
much smaller than the Fermi energy. In this limit, the
stars are barotropic, i.e., their density is a function of
only their pressure. Additionally, the relations between
a NS’s mass and radius, compactness (mass/radius), and
tidal response are uniquely determined by the EoS. Thus,
observational constraints on NS masses, radii, compact-
nesses, or tidal responses can provide important insight
about the low-temperature, high-density QCD phase di-
agram.
Over the past decade, radio and X-ray observations of
NSs have measured NS masses and constrained their radii
(for a recent review see Ref. [8]). Most notably, radio
observations provided evidence for pulsars (PSRs) with
masses & 2 M [9–11]. The most recent X-ray timing ob-
servations of PSR J0030+0451 by NASA’s Neutron-Star
Interior Composition Explorer (NICER) mission [12–14]
were primarily sensitive to the NS compactness, as light
emitted from hotspots on the NS’s surface experience
more pronounced relativistic effects with increasing com-
pactness and modify the temporal features of the ob-
served X-ray pulse profile. The detection of gravitational
waves (GWs) from binary neutron-star mergers by the
Advanced LIGO [15] and Virgo [16] interferometers, in-
cluding GW170817 [17] and GW190425 [18], simultane-
ously measured the components’ masses and their tidal
deformabilities. The tidal deformabilities relate a NS’s
quadrupole deformation to an external tidal field, like
the one exerted by a binary companion. As NSs deform
in the tidal field induced by their companion, the de-
formation modifies the orbital phase, which in turn is
directly imprinted in the observed GW strain. A flurry
of recent articles have studied in some detail how these
observations, both individually and taken together, con-
strain the EoS and NS properties (see, e.g., [14, 19–27]).
Although other macroscopic properties of NSs may also
be observable, such as the moment of inertia [28, 29] and
the maximum attainable spin frequency [30], our current
knowledge of the EoS at densities above nsat is domi-
nated by observations of massive PSRs, GWs, and X-ray
timing.
Theoretical advances in recent years, largely achieved
by employing nuclear interactions from chiral effective
field theory (χEFT) and the development of computa-
tional methods to solve the nuclear many-body problem,
provide theoretical constraints on the EoS of neutron
matter up to 1–2 nsat with theoretical uncertainty esti-
mates [4, 31–34]. This means that, instead of providing a
single estimate for the EoS, χEFT calculations provide an
uncertainty range for the pressure at a given density and,
hence, a prior process for the EoS at densities relevant for
NS cores. Several previous studies have used χEFT con-
straints with theoretical uncertainties as priors on the
EoS by assuming the validity of the theory up to a partic-
ular density [19, 21–26, 31, 35, 36]. We, instead, directly
test for the breakdown of χEFT predictions with astro-
physical data and do not assert that the theory is correct
up to even nsat/2 a priori. To this effect, we condition
on the entire theoretical prior process to construct a set
of nested models, which faithfully reproduce χEFT pre-
dictions up to higher and higher densities, showing how
comparisons between theoretical predictions and astro-
physical data can directly constrain the range of validity
of a particular theory, in our case, χEFT.
Specifically, we make use of the χEFT calculations
of Ref. [37] using quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) meth-
ods [38] and local chiral interactions from Refs. [32, 39]
to investigate the evidence for a possible breakdown of
our χEFT description between 1–2 nsat. We compare our
findings with the neutron-matter calculations of Ref. [31]
using many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) and non-
local χEFT interactions from Refs. [40, 41] for reference.
We show that astrophysical data sets, by themselves,
prefer χEFT calculations over more agnostic priors, in-
stead of forcing analysts to assert precise knowledge of
the χEFT breakdown density a priori. Furthermore, by
marginalizing over the maximum density up to which
χEFT is valid, we allow the data to determine where
we trust theoretical predictions.
Our study is enabled by a nonparametric representa-
tion of the EoS within a Bayesian inference scheme [27,
42, 43]. While we are not the first to incorporate
χEFT constraints in an analysis of astrophysical data,
previous analyses employed ad hoc parametric represen-
tations of the EoS at high densities, e.g., by using poly-
tropic models [5, 19, 21, 31, 35] or parametrizations of
the speed of sound [22–25]. These specific parametriza-
tion choices may introduce modeling systematics [23] by
restricting the allowed EoSs to a single functional family
that may or may not match the true EoS. Furthermore,
it can be difficult to assess the impact of prior beliefs
for some parametrizations, complicating the interpreta-
tion of constraints a posteriori. Nonparametric EoS in-
ference avoids both these issues by assigning nonzero
prior probability to any causal and thermodynamically
stable EoS according to transparent priors on correla-
tions between the sound speed at different densities. Our
analysis, then, utilizes the most model freedom in the
EoS to date and additionally incorporates the full uncer-
tainty from χEFT predictions, including uncertainty in
the maximum density up to which χEFT is valid. Fig. 1
demonstrates the intuition behind our results by com-
paring χEFT predictions (shaded regions) with posterior
distributions conditioned on astrophysical data.
In Sec. II we provide a brief review of our χEFT cal-
culations and nonparametric EoS inference methodol-
ogy. Sec. III presents our main results, where we pro-
vide constraints on the maximum density and pressure up
to which χEFT calculations reproduce the astrophysical
data. We find that EoS models that include χEFT con-
straints up to any density below 2nsat are favored over
more agnostic priors. Astrophysical data slightly favor
models that trust χEFT up to ∼ 2nsat over those that
trust χEFT up to only nsat if only massive PSRs and
GW observations are considered, but disfavor the former
by a factor of . 2 if the recent NICER measurements are
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FIG. 1. Prior and posterior distributions for the pressure (in MeV/fm3) at 0.5, 1, 2, and 3nsat when conditioning on data
from only PSRs and GWs (left) or PSRs, GWs, and NICER observations (right). Each cluster of vertically-offset curves
represents the distributions for the pressure at a specific density, with higher densities centered at higher pressures. We show
both the prior conditioned on QMC χEFT calculations with local chiral interactions up to 2nsat (QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
; shaded grey
region) and the prior conditioned on MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
χEFT calculations with nonlocal interactions up to nsat (MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
;
shaded blue region), both with nuclear-theory agnostic extensions to higher densities. We also show posteriors obtained from
a completely nuclear-theory agnostic analysis of the astrophysical data [27] (red/magenta lines) as well as those obtained after
initially conditioning on the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
up to 2nsat (black lines) and MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
predictions up to nsat (blue lines). Our
results quantify the extent to which the χEFT calculations agree with the completely agnostic posterior, and therefore the
astrophysical data.
also taken into account. We additionally obtain updated
constraints on the EoS by marginalizing over the uncer-
tainty in the χEFT breakdown density. Sec. IV explores
possible implications and caveats.
II. METHODOLOGY
We briefly review the χEFT calculations we use in
this work in Sec. II A, including both the QMC calcu-
lations with local chiral interactions of Refs. [32, 37, 39]
and the MBPT calculations of Ref. [31] using nonlocal
χEFT interactions. We then summarize the nonpara-
metric EoS inference introduced in Refs. [27, 42, 43] in
Sec. II B.
A. Chiral effective field theory
Chiral EFT [44, 45] provides a systematic way to orga-
nize microscopic interactions between nucleons. It starts
from the most general Lagrangian that is consistent with
the symmetries of QCD, given in terms of pion and nu-
cleon degrees of freedom. This general set of interac-
tions is then expanded in powers of a soft scale, either
the external momentum or the pion mass, over a hard
scale, the so-called breakdown scale Λb, that describes
when additional degrees of freedom become important.
Individual contributions are arranged by their impor-
tance according to a so-called power counting scheme.
The result is a systematic order-by-order scheme for nu-
clear interactions, including both two- and many-body
forces, that is typically truncated at third (next-to-next-
to-leading order, N2LO) or fourth order (next-to-next-
to-next-to-leading order, N3LO). All the unknown coeffi-
cients, called low-energy couplings (LECs), are then fit to
experimental data, i.e., nucleon-nucleon scattering data,
binding energies or radii of light to medium-mass atomic
nuclei, beta-decay matrix elements, or few-nucleon scat-
tering observables. Nuclear interactions obtained from
χEFT can then be employed in state-of-the-art many-
body methods to solve the Schro¨dinger equation for nu-
clear systems. For nucleonic matter, such methods in-
clude, for example, QMC methods [38], MBPT [5, 46–48],
the coupled-cluster method [49], and the self-consistent
Green’s function method [50, 51].
Although the truncation of the chiral expansion in-
troduces theoretical errors [52–54], the order-by-order
scheme bounds these errors. By carefully estimating the
expected error introduced by the truncation of the inter-
actions from order-by-order calculations [52], χEFT pro-
vides not only a prediction for the EoS but also reliable
theoretical uncertainty estimates. This is the main ad-
vantage of χEFT over more phenomenological treatments
of the nuclear microphysics. As capturing such theoret-
ical uncertainties is one of the main motivations behind
4the nonparametric EoS inference scheme first developed
in Refs. [27, 42, 43], χEFT provides a natural frame-
work to combine information from nuclear theory with a
nonparametric representation of the EoS when analyzing
astrophysical data.
In this work, we specifically use the χEFT predictions
for hadronic matter in beta equilibrium up to 2nsat from
Ref. [37], which we refer to as QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
. These re-
sults were obtained by combining NL2O chiral interac-
tions in their local formulation from Refs. [32, 39] with
QMC methods, in particular with the auxiliary-field dif-
fusion Monte Carlo (AFDMC) method [38, 55]. The com-
bination of χEFT interactions with precise QMC calcu-
lations produces binding energies and radii in light- to
medium-mass nuclei in excellent agreement with experi-
ments [56, 57]. These interactions have also been used to
study neutron matter [32, 37], symmetric nuclear mat-
ter [58], and neutron-star matter [37] with great success.
However, we stress that there are other approaches to
the NS EoS that start from microscopic calculations us-
ing different χEFT Hamiltonians and many-body meth-
ods. In particular, when implementing χEFT inter-
actions in many-body methods, regularization schemes
need to be employed that remove high-momentum di-
vergences. These regularization schemes depend on the
functional form of the regulator and a so-called cutoff
parameter that describes which momentum scales are re-
moved. The QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
results employ local regulator
functions at a cutoff scale of R0 = 1.0 fm, which cor-
responds to a momentum-space cutoff of approximately
500 MeV. To explore the dependence of our results on
the particulars of the microscopic approach, we also con-
sider the neutron-matter MBPT calculation of Ref. [31].
This calculation uses chiral interactions in their nonlocal
formulation as input: two-nucleon forces at N3LO from
Refs. [40, 41], as well as N3LO many-body forces [59–61].
These interactions employ nonlocal regulator functions
with cutoffs in the range of 400–500 MeV. We refer to
this calculation as MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
. Hence, the two ap-
proaches differ in both their χEFT interactions and in
the method used to solve the many-body problem, but
we expect differences to be due primarily to the different
nuclear interactions.
Importantly, while both MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
and
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions come with uncertainties,
the particular MBPT calculations of Ref. [31] to
date do not provide the same order-by-order error
estimates as the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions. Instead,
MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
estimates the error from the spread of
results when using different nuclear Hamiltonians, cutoff
scales, and three-nucleon LECs, while also accounting
for the uncertainty due to the many-body method,
but more recent MBPT calculations also implement
more advanced error estimation [34, 48]. Accordingly,
the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
error estimate includes the truncation
uncertainty obtained from an order-by-order calculation,
as well as uncertainties due to regulator artifacts. In
this sense, the uncertainty estimate of QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
is
more systematic than for MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
, but at N3LO
the MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
uncertainty estimate is nonetheless
a reasonable approximation. Because theoretical un-
certainty plays a key role in our analysis, we use the
more systematic QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
results as our fiducial
χEFT predictions.
In addition to prior credible regions for the pressure at
specific densities, calculations using χEFT interactions
determine the correlations between pressures at different
densities by imposing the strong prior that the EoS is
smooth within the regime where χEFT is valid. The
NS EoSs predicted by χEFT, when one requires beta
equilibrium and includes a consistent NS crust [62], are
well described by a parametrized model for the pressure
as a function of the total energy density near nsat:
p() [MeV/fm3] = a1
(

0
)α
+ b1
(

0
)β
+ c1
(

0
)γ
e−(/c)
2
(1)
with 0 = 150.227 MeV/fm
3. We match each EoS realiza-
tion to a low-density outer crust (sly [63]) at densities
below approximately 0.1nsat, using the full χEFT un-
certainty estimates down to the fixed outer crust. The
χEFT predictions already include an inner crust, and the
assumption of a fixed outer crust at extremely low den-
sities is not expected to affect our conclusions. For both
the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
and MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
calculations, we gen-
erate O(104) parameter sets that fall within the expected
uncertainty band from each prediction. There are non-
trivial correlations between the parameters in Eq. (1),
but χEFT calculations typically produce pressures of
O(10) MeV/fm3 near 2nsat. As described in Sec. II B,
we condition our nonparametric representations of the
EoS on the full prior process described by the χEFT cal-
culations, including all correlations between pressures at
different densities, thereby capturing all the available the-
oretical information.
While χEFT is a powerful tool, it cannot be applied
at all densities probed in the interior of NSs. In partic-
ular, because it is an expansion in terms of momenta,
χEFT has a radius of convergence that is related to
the breakdown scale. As the density increases, nucleon
momenta become comparable to Λb, and the expansion
becomes less reliable as the details of the interactions
at short distances become important. This produces a
rapid increase in the theoretical uncertainty associated
with the EoS as the density increases. Furthermore,
many-body effects may also influence the radius of con-
vergence in NS matter, and it is possible that phase tran-
sitions to matter containing degrees of freedom not in-
cluded in χEFT appear at densities between 1–2 nsat.
5Hence, the density (or pressure) at which χEFT breaks
down—and the nature of this breakdown—are unknown.
When excluding the possibility of a phase transition, the
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
calculation’s order-by-order convergence sug-
gests that the local chiral interactions are not predictive
at densities above 2nsat [37], and it is expected that the
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
calculations may break down somewhere be-
tween 1–2nsat. No such study was performed for the
MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
calculations, and we consequently employ
the MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
results only at densities . nsat. Our
primary objective is to use astrophysical data to test
χEFT predictions between 1–2 nsat in search of such a
breakdown.
B. Nonparametric equation of state inference
There is a well-established literature studying the abil-
ity of various parametrizations of the NS EoS to constrain
our knowledge of nuclear interactions at high densities.
Techniques range in complexity from comparing pairs of
candidate EoSs directly [64] to modeling the EoS with
a sound speed parametrization [23, 37, 65], a piecewise
polytrope [35, 66–68] or a spectral parametrization [69–
73]. However, all these approaches must concern them-
selves with modeling systematics as, by construction,
they only represent a small family of possible EoSs which
may or may not match the true EoS realized in nature.
Nonparametric inference, on the other hand, does not
assume a specific functional family a priori and assigns
nonzero prior probability to any causal and thermody-
namically stable EoS, thereby guaranteeing that the in-
ference will not suffer from the same type of modeling
systematics inherent in parametrizations with a finite
number of parameters. We employ the nonparametric
EoS representation based on Gaussian processes intro-
duced in Refs. [27, 42, 43]. Those studies, and references
therein, provide a pedagogical introduction to Gaussian
processes and their application in nonparametric EoS in-
ference. We provide only a brief review of the most rele-
vant features here.
By working in an auxiliary variable as a function of
pressure
φ(p) = log
(
c2
c2s
− 1
)
, (2)
where c2s = dp/d is the speed of sound and c the speed of
light, any realization of φ(p) will manifestly correspond
to a causal and thermodynamically stable EoS. We con-
dition mixture models of Gaussian processes for φ(p) on
the same collection of 50 candidate EoS from the liter-
ature as Refs. [27, 43], directly marginalizing over sep-
arate processes conditioned on EoSs that contain only
hadronic matter, that contain hadronic and hyperonic
matter, and that contain hadronic and quark matter.
Each process constitutes a generative model for the EoS,
from which we draw individual realizations or synthetic
EoSs. As we are interested in exploring the full spectrum
of possible EoSs, we generate agnostic priors that depend
only weakly on the candidate EoSs upon which they were
trained, often generating behavior not seen in any of the
candidate EoSs. As such, we obtain similar results when
analyzing the priors based on separate compositions and
only report results marginalized over composition.
Crucially, this work extends Refs. [27, 43] by addition-
ally conditioning directly on χEFT uncertainty estimates
up to a maximum pressure, denoted pmax, when creating
the Gaussian processes.1 We note that none of the 50
candidate EoS from the literature used to construct the
agnostic priors in this work (or in previous nonparametric
analyses) were computed within the χEFT framework,
and the inclusion of χEFT priors constitutes novel the-
oretical information. By treating the theoretical uncer-
tainty from χEFT on an equal footing with the collection
of candidate EoSs from the literature, albeit with uncer-
tainty estimates given by the χEFT prediction rather
than the large uncertainty from our agnostic hyperpa-
rameters (see Ref. [43] for more details on hyperparam-
eter optimization), we generate processes that automat-
ically obey the χEFT predictions at low densities and
explore the full set of possible EoSs at high densities.
Although our nonparametric processes still formally sup-
port any causal and thermodynamically stable EoS, this
process results in a strong preference a priori for syn-
thetic EoSs that respect χEFT predictions up to a max-
imum pressure scale.
To put this another way, we assign large model uncer-
tainties to individual EoS predictions from the literature
while allowing for rapid changes in the sound speed as a
function of pressure, and simultaneously condition on the
tight theoretical uncertainty from χEFT at low densities.
The tight uncertainties from χEFT restrict the condi-
tioned Gaussian process to follow χEFT predictions at
low densities, while the broad modeling uncertainties as-
signed to the rest of the EoS proposals from the literature
allow the process to explore all possible EoS phenomenol-
ogy at high densities. Additionally, by incorporating the
full prior process from χEFT, we encode the full set of
correlations expected from χEFT within our Gaussian
processes, which in turn produce synthetic EoSs that
faithfully reproduce all aspects of χEFT predictions at
low densities, including the requirement that the EoS be
smooth.
Refs. [34, 74] study similar ways to represent theoreti-
cal uncertainty from χEFT with Gaussian processes. In
particular, they show how Gaussian processes can accu-
1 Because our implementation parametrizes  as a function of p
instead of the other way around, it is more natural to enforce
maximum pressures than maximum densities when conditioning
on theoretical χEFT uncertainties. We report our findings for
different pmax in terms of the approximate corresponding nmax =
n(pmax).
6rately represent theoretical uncertainty in neutron mat-
ter at densities below 2nsat, exploring the impact of the
term-by-term convergence expected from χEFT and cor-
related uncertainties at different densities. Here, we fo-
cus on representing the uncertainty in the energy density
as a function of pressure in beta-stable matter, captur-
ing the correlations between multiple densities within the
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
and MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
calculations we study, but
it would be interesting to combine both approaches in fu-
ture work.
Although an examination of the order-by-order con-
vergence in the χEFT calculation themselves provides
information about pmax, the uncertainty associated with
the breakdown scale and the broad range of momenta
involved in nuclear interactions in dense matter intro-
duce intrinsic uncertainty in pmax. For this reason, we
construct a set of processes conditioned on χEFT pre-
dictions up to various pmax, which in turn allows us to
construct a posterior over both the EoS and pmax simul-
taneously. All our processes retain broad uncertainties
for the pressure at high densities, characteristic of the
extreme model freedom in our agnostic nonparametric
inference. In this way, we can precisely quantify up to
which pmax χEFT predictions agree with astrophysical
data without worrying about possible modeling system-
atics from ad hoc parametric extensions to high densities.
Along those lines, our nonparametric priors do not im-
pose strong correlations between the pressures at differ-
ent densities above pmax. We therefore show how the
astrophysical data itself correlates our knowledge of the
pressure at different densities a posteriori, and how de-
creasing our uncertainty at low densities by conditioning
on χEFT predictions up to a specific pmax can improve
our knowledge of the EoS at pressures significantly above
pmax.
III. RESULTS
By exploring the impact of χEFT predictions within
a nonparametric EoS inference framework, we detail the
ability of astrophysical observations to directly test and,
in principle, validate microscopic calculations of dense
neutron-rich matter. Sec. III A explores the ability of
astrophysical data to constrain pmax, while Sec. III B
provides updated constraints on the EoS obtained by
marginalizing over the uncertainty in pmax. Throughout,
we consider the following astrophysical observations: (i)
the most massive known PSRs [9–11], (ii) GW data from
GW170817 [17], and (iii) NICER X-ray timing observa-
tions of J0030+0451 [14]. We do not consider GW190425
as it is too quiet to inform the EoS [18, 27].
A. Evidence for χEFT and its breakdown scale
While we quantify the ability of astronomical data to
test χEFT predictions in some detail below, it is worth-
while to first obtain some intuition for these results.
Specifically, Fig. 1 shows several prior (shaded regions)
and posterior (thick lines) distributions for the pressure
at a few densities, given different prior assumptions and
astrophysical data sets (see Figs. 7 and 8 in the Ap-
pendix for correlations between pressures). Importantly,
we show the results from a completely nuclear-theory ag-
nostic analysis [27] that was not conditioned on χEFT in
any way alongside the various χEFT predictions. A few
trends are readily apparent. The completely agnostic
analysis retains relatively large uncertainty for all densi-
ties . 2nsat compared to χEFT predictions. While the
agnostic analysis is consistent with χEFT predictions,
the statistical uncertainties are currently still too broad
to confidently claim that the EoS has been measured pre-
cisely enough to validate χEFT. However, the extent of
the overlap between the χEFT predictions and the ag-
nostic constraints provides the simplest direct test of the
χEFT prediction. To phrase this differently, χEFT pre-
dictions agree to a remarkable degree with the most likely
posterior predictions from agnostic nonparametric analy-
ses of astrophysical observations that did not know about
χEFT results a priori.
Fig. 1 breaks down the constraints based on two sets of
astrophysical data: massive PSRs and GW data alone vs.
massive PSRs, GW, and NICER observations. With only
PSRs and GW data, we see that the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predic-
tions for the pressure consistently fall near the maxima
a posteriori from the agnostic analysis, indicating that
the data prefer EoSs that resemble the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
re-
sult at low densities. This trend is also true of the
MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
predictions, although they typically fall at
slightly higher pressures than those most preferred by
the data. When we also include NICER observations,
the peaks for the agnostic analysis shift to higher pres-
sures at nearly all densities, reducing the extent to which
the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
results agree with the maxima a poste-
riori (particularly above nsat) and increasing the agree-
ment between the data and MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
predictions.
We stress that the completely agnostic distributions are
not inconsistent with either of the two χEFT predictions,
but the relative locations of these distributions’ peaks are
suggestive.
This intuition is quantified in Fig. 2, where we show
the Bayes factor between the χEFT-informed models and
the completely agnostic analysis. Again, we break down
our results based on whether or not we include NICER’s
observations. We construct a series of nested models
for each χEFT calculation which faithfully reproduce the
theoretical predictions up to higher and higher pmax (see
Fig. 3), and then compare them to the astrophysical data.
As with previous nonparametric analyses, we evaluate
marginal likelihoods via direct Monte-Carlo integration
over optimized Gaussian kernel density estimates of the
likelihood, assuming uniform mass priors. Following the
procedures detailed in Ref. [27], we assume a fixed pop-
ulation of compact objects and therefore ignore selection
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FIG. 2. Bayes factors for astrophysical data conditioned on theoretical predictions up to different pmax compared to a
completely agnostic analysis [27] with only massive PSRs and GW data (left) and massive PSRs, GWs, and NICER observations
(right). We plot the evidence ratios against the median density from the prior theoretical uncertainty at each pmax. Both panels
show the results assuming QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
calculations (black), MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
calculations (blue), and artificial theories that are
softer (yellow) or stiffer (green) than the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
results at densities above nsat. Shaded regions denote 1-σ Monte-Carlo
sampling uncertainties, and we highlight Btheoryagnostic < 1 as the region where the prior with no information from nuclear theory
is preferred over priors conditioned on nuclear theory results.
effects, an acceptable approximation due to the small
number of observed systems [73]. Fig. 2 shows the re-
sulting Bayes factor between the models conditioned on
χEFT and the completely agnostic analysis, Btheoryagnostic. A
Bayes factor larger than unity implies that a model condi-
tioned on χEFT is preferred over the completely agnostic
model. Because there is uncertainty in the exact map-
ping between pressure and density,2 Fig. 2 reports the
median density from each theory’s prior uncertainty at
each pmax.
Fig. 2 shows that priors conditioned on either the
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
or MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
results are favored over the
agnostic prior regardless of the precise pmax up to which
we trust χEFT. The detailed behavior, however, depends
on the astrophysical data we include. When we consider
only PSRs and GWs, χEFT predictions agree very well
with the data up to as much as 2nsat. This can be under-
stood as an Occam factor. The χEFT predictions, unlike
the agnostic analysis, limit the prior volume to regions
of high likelihood and therefore produce larger marginal
likelihoods. Both the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
and MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
re-
sults follow this trend, and Btheoryagnostic increases when
we trust each theory up to higher densities. However,
the softer QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions are favored over the
2 For a given pmax, the corresponding densities can vary between
6-17% around the corresponding median density.
MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
results since the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions
fall closer to the maxima a posteriori of the agnostic anal-
ysis. Unfortunately, we do not have MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
pre-
dictions beyond ∼ nsat and, hence, cannot compare both
approaches up to 2nsat. For the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
results,
Btheoryagnostic levels off at ∼ 1.3nsat. This indicates that fur-
ther reduction in the prior volume from extending the
χEFT predictions to higher densities does not change the
evidence, suggesting that the PSR and GW likelihoods
are relatively flat at this scale. The agreement between
χEFT predictions and the completely agnostic nonpara-
metric analysis is remarkable in and of itself, although we
stress again that the preference does not constitute ab-
solute proof that χEFT calculations do not break down
below ∼ 1.3nsat.
What’s more, the monotonic increase in Btheoryagnostic with
increasing pmax was not guaranteed. As a demonstration,
we construct two fake field theories (FFTs), one that ar-
tificially softens (soft FFT) and one that stiffens (stiff
FFT) relative to the real QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions; Ap-
pendix A describes the FFTs in more detail. Both the
soft and stiff FFTs retain the correlations between pres-
sures predicted by the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
calculations and follow
the calculation’s mean sound speed up to nsat; the soft
and stiff FFT processes only deviate from QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
re-
sults above nsat, where they are centered on smaller and
larger sound speeds, respectively. Fig. 2 shows that as-
8trophysical data is able to distinguish between the FFTs
and the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
results, just as it is able to distin-
guish between the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
and MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
predic-
tions. We also find that the astrophysical data correctly
identifies the approximate density at which the FFTs be-
gin to deviate from the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
prediction, although
the relative preference is not overwhelming. For exam-
ple, trusting the soft FFT up to 2nsat is disfavored by
a factor of ∼ 6 compared to trusting the same theory
up to only nsat, indicating that the former is hardly pre-
ferred over the completely agnostic model. This demon-
strates that astrophysical observations can, in principle,
distinguish between different theories for nuclear inter-
actions with high confidence, but smaller observational
uncertainties are required before the statistical evidence
will become overwhelming. Furthermore, it is possible
to recover the pmax up to which a theoretical prediction
reproduces the observed data, which manifests as a local
maximum in Fig. 2. The more pronounced this maxi-
mum is, the stronger the evidence for a breakdown of the
theory.
While χEFT predictions are still preferred over the ag-
nostic analysis when we additionally include NICER ob-
servations, we see very different behavior for Btheoryagnostic.
NICER observations favor somewhat stiffer EoSs than
are inferred from the PSR and GW data alone. This
tends to favor the stiffer MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
predictions over
the softer QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions by at most a factor of
∼ 2, even when we stop trusting either theory at a den-
sity below nsat. In fact, the preference of NICER data for
stiff EoSs drives Btheoryagnostic for both the MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
re-
sults and the (completely artificial) stiff FFT to a factor
of nearly 20 over the agnostic analysis. Conversely, we
find a local maximum for the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
result, sug-
gesting that the corresponding χEFT predictions may
begin to break down at, or just above, nsat because they
are softer than the maxima a posteriori from the com-
pletely agnostic analysis. We emphasize, however, that
the data’s preference for the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
results only falls
by a factor of . 2 when we trust those predictions up
to 2nsat. As a more extreme example, the soft FFT is
even more strongly disfavored, becoming less likely than
the completely agnostic model when we trust it beyond
∼ 1.2nsat.
Although the combination of massive PSRs, GWs,
and NICER observations currently suggests that the true
EoS is stiffer than the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
prediction, and more
like the MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
result, this is far from definitive.
We obtain Btheoryagnostic of no more than O(10), which is not
large enough to be conclusive [75]. The Bayes factors be-
tween the different χEFT predictions are typically even
smaller. In fact, comparing the left and right panels of
Fig. 2 makes it readily apparent that another observation
could significantly alter the evidence. Therefore, while
intriguing, the current astrophysical data can not defini-
tively suggest that QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions break down
at any density below ∼ 2nsat. For that matter, the cur-
rent data cannot confidently show that we should trust
χEFT results even below nsat, although the models con-
ditioned on χEFT up to ∼ nsat are consistently favored
over the agnostic prior by a factor of & 7.
Nonetheless, as statistical uncertainties shrink with
further astrophysical observations, we can expect strong
tests of χEFT in the density range between 1–2nsat. In-
deed, this highlights the power of combining a full ac-
counting of theoretical uncertainties with the extreme
model freedom enabled by nonparametric analyses when
testing nuclear interactions.
B. Updated constraints on the high-density
EoS and NS structure
In addition to demonstrating the ability of astrophys-
ical observations to constrain the density and pressure
scales up to which we should trust theoretical predictions,
we marginalize over the uncertainty in pmax to obtain up-
dated constraints on NS properties and the dense-matter
EoS. Since Fig. 1 shows that the posteriors obtained from
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
and MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
calculations are quantita-
tively similar, in what follows we focus on the results con-
ditioned on the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions because of their
more systematic order-by-order error estimation.
Existing analyses based on χEFT predictions report
posterior credible regions conditioned on (at most) a few
prior choices of pmax. This immediately raises the ques-
tion of which prior, and therefore posterior, one should
trust. Using our sets of nested models, we construct a
posterior distribution over both the EoS and pmax simul-
taneously. By marginalizing over the posteriors condi-
tioned on separate pmax, sometimes called model averag-
ing, we allow the data itself to not only tell us the relative
likelihood of each pmax but automatically incorporate the
pmax uncertainty into the posterior for any other quantity
we wish. Similar approaches have been proposed to miti-
gate theoretical uncertainty in, e.g., GW waveforms [76].
To wit,
P (X|data) =
∫
dpmax P (X, pmax|data)
=
∫
dpmax P (X|data, pmax)P (pmax|data)
∝
∫
dpmax [P (X|data, pmax)
×P (data|pmax)P (pmax)] , (3)
and we see that if the data strongly prefer a single pmax,
implying that only a single P (data|pmax) is large, the
model-averaged posterior for a given observable X col-
lapses to the posterior conditioned on the preferred pmax.
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FIG. 3. 90% symmetric credible regions for the (top) pressure at each density and (bottom) radius at each mass. We
show (left) prior processes conditioned on only QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions up to approximately 0.5×, 1×, and 2nsat, (middle)
posteriors conditioned on massive PSRs and GW data, as well as (right) posteriors conditioned on massive PSRs, GWs, and
NICER observations. In all panels, analogous results obtained with a completely agnostic analysis not conditioned on χEFT [27]
are shown in as colored lines.
Table I presents median values and 90% highest-
probability-density credible regions for canonical macro-
scopic observables and for pressures at a few reference
densities after conditioning on massive PSRs, GWs, and
NICER observations, as well as QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions
at low densities. In addition to quoting credible regions
conditioned on individual choices of pmax, we also present
constraints marginalized over the uncertainty in pmax.
As P (data|pmax) varies by at most a factor of a few (see
Fig. 2), the model-averaged result may be influenced by
our choice of P (pmax). We impose a prior that is ap-
proximately flat in n(pmax) between nsat/2 and 2nsat as
determined by the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions. However, be-
cause the actual posteriors obtained with separate pmax
are not radically different (see Fig. 3), this ambiguity
may be moot, as the model averaging will average nearly
identical posteriors.
We note that the completely agnostic constraints
shown in Figs. 1 and 3 are relatively weak at low densities
because the NS properties measured in astrophysical sys-
tems are not very sensitive to the EoS at densities below
nsat. The agnostic constraints are stronger at densities
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Quantity
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
. nsat QMC(2018)N2LO,l. 2nsat Marginalized QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
Completely Agnostic
PSRs+GWs +NICER PSRs+GWs +NICER PSRs+GWs +NICER PSRs+GWs +NICER
Mmax [M] 2.20+0.25−0.20 2.25
+0.32
−0.25 2.18
+0.20
−0.17 2.21
+0.28
−0.22 2.19
+0.24
−0.18 2.24
+0.31
−0.23 2.20
+0.24
−0.18 2.22
+0.30
−0.20
R1.4 [km] 11.59
+1.23
−1.19 12.59
+0.64
−0.59 11.21
+1.23
−0.91 12.43
+0.53
−0.77 11.40
+1.38
−1.04 12.54
+0.71
−0.63 10.95
+2.00
−1.37 12.32
+1.09
−1.47
Λ1.4 291
+264
−175 518
+208
−163 227
+218
−108 465
+125
−177 260
+270
−140 494
+201
−166 228
+319
−134 451
+241
−279
p(nsat) [MeV/fm
3] 2.13+0.49−0.46 2.27
+0.58
−0.46 2.19
+0.49
−0.47 2.54
+0.60
−0.49 2.15
+0.64
−0.53 2.42
+0.75
−0.66 1.38
+2.72
−1.31 2.68
+2.37
−2.48
p(2nsat) [10 MeV/fm
3] 1.62+1.94−0.99 3.12
+2.03
−1.42 1.33
+0.99
−0.51 2.61
+0.94
−1.23 1.42
+1.81
−0.84 2.87
+1.53
−1.50 1.10
+1.88
−1.09 2.38
+1.66
−1.83
p(3nsat) [10
2 MeV/fm3] 0.86+0.61−0.57 1.12
+0.59
−0.40 0.68
+0.51
−0.45 1.05
+0.49
−0.37 0.79
+0.56
−0.55 1.08
+0.56
−0.38 0.71
+0.60
−0.56 0.98
+0.59
−0.56
p(4nsat) [10
2 MeV/fm3] 2.03+0.90−0.74 2.12
+1.07
−0.88 2.00
+0.78
−0.71 2.08
+0.92
−0.64 2.02
+0.87
−0.73 2.11
+1.08
−0.69 2.01
+0.95
−0.84 2.11
+1.11
−0.73
p(6nsat) [10
2 MeV/fm3] 5.35+2.57−2.78 4.95
+3.05
−3.18 5.41
+2.20
−2.15 4.99
+2.86
−2.58 5.36
+2.39
−2.53 4.97
+2.96
−2.98 5.71
+2.57
−2.48 5.38
+3.30
−2.66
TABLE I. Median values and 90% highest-probability-density credible regions for a few macroscopic observables and pressures
at reference densities for posteriors conditioned on massive PSRs and GWs as well as PSRs, GWs, and NICER observations.
We quote results for processes conditioned on QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions up to ∼ nsat, ∼ 2nsat, and marginalized over pmax with
an approximately uniform prior over nmax between nsat/2 and 2nsat. We also reproduce the results from a completely agnostic
analysis not conditioned on χEFT [27].
around 2–3 nsat, as the pressures in this regime have a
more pronounced impact on NS structure for stars with
gravitational masses between 1–2 M [77].
However, it is also apparent that the posteriors condi-
tioned on χEFT results are narrower than those obtained
from a completely agnostic analysis. This is likely not
exclusively due to the tighter χEFT-informed priors, al-
though they clearly play a role, because the uncertainties
at high densities are as broad as those from the agnos-
tic analysis. We also see differences a posteriori between
the different χEFT-informed priors, particularly at low
densities. The tighter constraints, then, are due to the
integrated nature of the macroscopic observables, which
are sensitive to the entire EoS up to some central density
and pressure. In other words, it is the likelihood that
is responsible for correlating pressures at different densi-
ties, rather than the prior. As such, improved knowledge
of the low-density EoS translates into better knowledge
at higher densities; in particular, more stringent prior
constraints at low densities combine with the likelihood’s
correlations to produce tighter posterior bounds at higher
densities.
We also note that the process conditioned on
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
up to 2nsat produces slightly higher pres-
sures at nsat a posteriori than if we condition on
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
results up to only nsat. In fact, the 2nsat pos-
terior seems to be centered at larger pressures than the
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
prior. This is due to the rigidity of the
χEFT predictions when we condition on χEFT up to
large pmax, which require smooth EoSs, and the likeli-
hood’s strong preference for larger pressures at higher
densities, driven primarily by the NICER observations.
In order to satisfy the likelihood at high densities, the
data favor the stiffer part of the χEFT prior range.
This also increases the pressure at low densities because
χEFT calculations predict strong correlations between
pressures at different densities. Taken to an extreme,
this resembles the type of modeling systematics associ-
ated with parametrized functional families. However, in
the limit of many observations, our nonparametric anal-
ysis would eventually pick the correct EoS because our
prior still supports every possible curve, unlike an ac-
tual parametrized analyses. Nonetheless, we stress that
strong prior assumptions about the functional form of
the EoS, like those present in the model conditioned on
χEFT up to 2nsat, can introduce unexpected behavior a
posteriori because the prior correlates observables in a
way that is difficult to disentangle.
One possible breakdown mechanism for χEFT is a
phase transition, and a possible signature of phase transi-
tions, if they are strong enough, is disconnected hybrid-
star branch in the mass-radius relation. Although not
all first-order phase transitions lead to more than one
stable branch, the presence of multiple branches indi-
cates a strong phase transition. Given our prior pro-
cesses conditioned on χEFT results, the astrophysical
data disfavor EoSs with multiple stable branches because
the vast majority of synthetic EoSs with multiple stable
branches generated a priori do not support 2M stars.
These are therefore incompatible with the existence of
massive PSRs. This finding is consistent with previous
studies [27, 43], and we recover the GWs’ weak evidence
in favor of multiple stable branches only when we condi-
tion on the PSR data a priori. The difference originates
entirely in what is included in the prior, i.e., whether it
includes the PSR observations or not. Additionally, the
preference for multiple stable branches is suppressed as
we condition on χEFT results up to higher densities.
IV. DISCUSSION
By combining the predictions of χEFT with nonpara-
metric EoS inference, we show that astrophysical ob-
servations can directly constrain the density range over
which nuclear theory calculations may begin to break
down. We find that EoS priors incorporating χEFT pre-
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dictions at supranuclear densities are preferred over a
completely nuclear-theory agnostic prior regardless of the
maximum pressure up to which we trust χEFT. In par-
ticular, we consider the evidence for a possible breakdown
in two theoretical calculations, both of which are based
on χEFT interactions. While GWs and massive PSRs fa-
vor the inclusion of QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
information up to nearly
2nsat, NICER observations suggest that the true EoS be-
gins to stiffen compared to the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions at
densities near or slightly above nsat. As a result, the in-
clusion of NICER data disfavors the model conditioned
on QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
up to 2nsat relative to the model con-
ditioned only up to nsat by up to a factor of ∼ 2. In
fact, NICER’s preference for stiffer EoSs better matches
the predictions of the MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
calculations with
nonlocal interactions. For this reason, it is interesting
to consider the differences between the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
and
MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
calculations and what this may tell us
about fundamental nuclear interactions, assuming that
the astrophysical observations are free of significant sys-
tematic errors.
The two calculations differ in the particulars of the
many-body interactions they implement, as well as the
computational many-body method. It is reasonable
to assume that at the cutoff range employed, the dif-
ferent χEFT computations work reasonably well, and
differences due to the many-body method can be ne-
glected. Thus, differences between the theoretical pre-
dictions must be due to the assumed interactions, i.e.,
the influence of the regularization scheme, cutoff range,
the chiral order up to which the interactions are calcu-
lated, or the data to which the interactions are fit.
Our main results are based on the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
calcu-
lations using local χEFT interactions at a cutoff scale of
R0 = 1.0 fm. It has been shown that local interactions
lead to sizable regulator artifacts [78–80] that mainly af-
fect long- and short-range parts of the three-body interac-
tions. In particular, local interactions lead to less repul-
sion from three-nucleon–pion-exchange interactions and
the appearance of three-nucleon–contact regulator arti-
facts. The MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
results do not suffer from such
large regulator artifacts as they use nonlocal chiral inter-
actions. This means that, while estimates for the uncer-
tainty due to local contact regulator artifacts are included
in the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
uncertainty bands, those calculations
may predict softer EoSs than MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
because they
include less repulsion from long-range three-nucleon in-
teractions. Additionally, both calculations only explore
a limited range of cutoff values. Future studies at larger
cutoffs should reduce these artifacts, and allow for further
investigations of our results’ dependence on the regula-
tor.
Furthermore, both calculations explore chiral interac-
tions at different chiral orders. The QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
cal-
culation employs N2LO chiral interactions, while the
MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
calculation uses interactions at N3LO.
In principle, the difference should already be included
in the order-by-order uncertainty estimates of the
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
calculation. However, the N3LO many-
body forces have been found to be sizable [31] and the
data’s preference for stiffer EoSs than QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
pre-
dicts could indicate that these forces do not follow the
expected order-by-order convergence. Future work sim-
ilar to Refs. [34, 48] is needed to determine the order-
by-order behavior of the NS EoS up to N3LO, including
important many-body forces. While it may be tempting
to equate the stiffer predictions from MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
with
the higher-order many-body interactions included, it is
important to remember that regulator artifacts could also
affect the results.
The interactions employed here are all derived via
Weinberg power counting [81, 82], which has several
shortcomings [83], among which are the dependence on
the regularization scheme and scale. Results using alter-
native power counting schemes, however, can easily be
explored within the current framework, which allows us
to investigate when any theoretical prediction begins to
disagree with the astrophysical data. Future work may
compare a variety of χEFT-based calculations, i.e, us-
ing both local and nonlocal interactions at various chiral
orders, exploring a similar density range, and using sim-
ilar estimates for the theoretical uncertainty to reliably
extract the breakdown density of χEFT in NS matter.
While the current statistical precision from astrophysical
data and theoretical uncertainties are not definitive at
the moment, our framework ideally suited for this task.
Besides examining the evidence for χEFT and its
breakdown scale, we also provide updated constraints
on the EoS that reflect both χEFT predictions and the
latest astronomical data. We mitigate the sensitivity
of our results to the specific choice of density up to
which we trust χEFT by marginalizing over pmax. We
focus on the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions due to their more
systematic error estimation and find comparable, but
somewhat tighter, credible regions for NS observables as
other studies [14, 25, 27, 84]. For example, we constrain
the radius and tidal deformability of a 1.4M NS to
R1.4 = 12.54
+0.71
−0.63 km and Λ1.4 = 494
+201
−166 with PSR, GW,
and NICER observations, whereas previous nonparamet-
ric analyses that include the same observational data but
did not condition on χEFT [27] found R1.4 = 12.32
+1.09
−1.47
and Λ1.4 = 451
+241
−279. Similarly, we find p(nsat) =
2.42+0.75−0.66 MeV/fm
3 and p(2nsat) = 28.7
+15.3
−15.0 MeV/fm
3,
whereas Ref. [27] found p(nsat) = 2.68
+2.37
−2.48 MeV/fm
3
and p(2nsat) = 23.8
+16.6
−18.3 MeV/fm
3. Conditioning on
χEFT predictions produces EoSs that are somewhat
stiffer around 2nsat compared to the EoSs preferred a pos-
teriori by the agnostic analysis, although the constraints
agree within their uncertainties and the maxima a poste-
riori are similar. This is likely due to the strong theoret-
ical prior introduced by χEFT calculations at densities
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below nsat, which rules out many of the synthetic EoSs al-
lowed in the agnostic prior at lower densities. Further-
more, our constraints on the very-high-density EoS are
not improved by conditioning on χEFT at low densities,
as expected. For example, we find Mmax = 2.24
+0.31
−0.23M,
while Ref. [27] reported Mmax = 2.22
+0.30
−0.20M.
Several previous studies of GW170817 incorporated
EoS constraints from χEFT [24, 85, 86], and it is in-
structive to compare their results to our constraints
based on massive PSR and GW data. Ref. [24] obtained
R1.4 = 11.0
+0.9
−0.6 km and p(4nsat) = 161
+58
−46 MeV/fm
3 us-
ing QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l2018
information up to 2nsat and a piece-
wise extension of the sound speed thereafter, with cuts
based on Mmax motivated by the existence of massive
pulsars and the observations of GW170817’s electromag-
netic counterpart. Our corresponding finding of R1.4 =
11.21+1.23−0.91 km for χEFT constraints below 2nsat differs
chiefly in its looser upper bound, which translates to a
higher pressure of p(4nsat) = 211
+108
−69 MeV/fm
3. The dif-
ferences in our results are likely attributable to different
choices of prior (Ref. [24] favors smaller R1.4 a priori)
and of high-density EoS extension. Refs. [85, 86] adopted
the same low-density model for the EoS as Ref. [24] in
their analysis of GW170817, but used the 90% credible
interval for Λ˜ in place of the full likelihood distribution
over masses and tidal deformabilities, obtaining an upper
bound of R1.4 = 12.6 km.
Like in the present work, Ref. [25] performed
an χEFT-informed joint analysis of data from mas-
sive PSRs, GW170817, and NICER’s observation of
PSR J0030+0451. Using a different χEFT prediction cal-
culated with MBPT up to 1.1nsat with a piecewise poly-
trope or parameterized sound speed extension at higher
densities, they obtained posterior credible regions in the
mass-radius plane centered on ≈ 12–12.5 km at 1.4M,
depending on the extension. However, their posteriors
are strongly influenced by their tight EoS prior, which
excludes radii above 13 km at 90% confidence in the
case of the sound speed extension. Despite our broader
prior, we obtain a comparably tight posterior in the mass-
radius plane. Similarly, Ref. [26] analyzed the same ob-
servations, approximating the NICER likelihood by its
2-σ credible region and additionally incorporating infor-
mation from lightcurve modeling of GW170817’s kilo-
nova counterpart, AT2017gfo [87] (see Ref. [88] for a
discussion of kilonova modeling systematics). They ob-
tain 10.98+1.00−0.69 km for the canonical NS radius, which is
smaller than other estimates that include NICER obser-
vations because their use of the 2-σ credible region does
not incorporate the full NICER likelihood. These dif-
ferences illustrate the constraints’ level of sensitivity to
the high-density representation of the EoS, the way in
which astrophysical likelihoods are modeled, and other
prior choices.
Finally, it is worth considering what, exactly, we have
learned from recent astrophysical observations. It is read-
ily apparent from Fig. 3 that the combination of massive
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FIG. 4. Fractions of the prior that are still viable af-
ter conditioning on astrophysical observations when trusting
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
up to different pmax. More informative observa-
tions reduce our uncertainty relative to the prior, leaving only
a fraction of the prior still viable (see Appendix B).
PSR, GW, and NICER observations can dramatically re-
duce the uncertainty in the EoS. However, much of the
high-density information originates from the existence of
massive PSRs (see Fig. 6), which have been known for
nearly a decade. Generally, we find our uncertainty in
the macroscopic properties of canonical 1.4M stars is
reduced by approximately a factor of two when we in-
clude GW and NICER data in addition to just PSR ob-
servations. Unsurprisingly, NICER dominates the im-
provement in R1.4, GWs have the most impact on Λ1.4,
but both contribute approximately equally to our final
uncertainty in the EoS. Similarly, our knowledge of the
pressure between 1–2nsat is improved, but typically to a
smaller extent than the macroscopic observables. This
is likely due to the fact that multiple EoS can produce
nearly the same R and Λ at a given mass.
To investigate the information gained by astrophys-
ical observations, in Fig. 4 we show the fraction of the
prior that remains viable a posteriori (based on the Shan-
non information [89] in the posterior; see Appendix B)
when adding different combinations of data as a func-
tion of the maximum density up to which we condition
on the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
results. Both NICER and massive
PSR observations are very informative, although they
individually prefer slightly different subsets of the prior.
GW observations alone, on the other hand, are not par-
ticularly informative, in agreement with previous stud-
ies that have shown that GW observations tend to re-
produce the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions [85, 86]. Therefore,
adding GW information is redundant when we condition
on χEFT up to sufficiently high densities a priori. Con-
versely, NICER and massive PSR data become more in-
formative as we trust χEFT results up to higher densities,
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likely because they require relatively stiff EoS that differ
from the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions.
Additional information can be obtained by combin-
ing different observations, and we find that the overall
joint constraint follows the most-informative subset of
astrophysical data. We also note that the additional
information gained by adding NICER observations to
GW and PSR data is small when we trust QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
up
to . nsat, in agreement with Ref. [25]. Nonetheless, in-
cluding NICER observations is at least as informative
as adding GW observations to PSR data if we trust the
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
results up to higher densities.
Additionally, Ref. [27] reports possible future con-
straints after approximately 1 year of GW detections
at the current detectors’ design sensitivities and 6 to-
tal NICER targets become available (expected by the
mid 2020’s). Their projected uncertainty, which was
not conditioned on any χEFT results, is typically . 2
times smaller than our current results for macroscopic
observables of 1.4M stars and pressures near 2nsat. We
therefore can expect future astrophysical observations by
themselves to be slightly more informative than our cur-
rent observations conditioned on χEFT predictions, with
the notable exception of pressures at densities . nsat. At
these low densities, χEFT predictions are so tight that
they will remain at least a factor of 2 better than con-
straints obtained from astrophysical data alone in the
foreseeable future. Nonetheless, as statistical uncertain-
ties continue to shrink, we can look forward to strong con-
straints on the possible breakdown of χEFT calculations
that can directly inform our understanding of when dif-
ferent underlying microphysics may become important.
While neither χEFT nor more GW and NICER ob-
servations are likely to improve our knowledge of the
EoS at extremely high densities, the path forward is clear
for densities up to 3–4 nsat. By combining theoretical
predictions from χEFT with nonparametric EoS repre-
sentations and marginalizing over pmax, we will be able
to exploit both observational constraints, i.e., GW and
NICER observations that primarily improve our knowl-
edge of the EoS between 1–3nsat, while using theoret-
ical information at lower densities, with the transition
between theoretical predictions and direct astrophysical
constraints dictated by the data rather than prior as-
sumptions. Such analyses will provide more stringent
tests of χEFT predictions and constrain the many-body
forces between nucleons. Indeed, as we have seen, χEFT-
based many-body calculations can be used to construct
a parameterization of the EoS up to 1-2nsat, properly en-
coding correlations between the pressure at different den-
sities suggested by theory within this interval. We used a
simple parameterization for convenience in this work, al-
though others are perhaps better motivated or more flex-
ible [90]. Additionally, Refs. [34, 74] represent theoretical
uncertainty from χEFT at densities below 2nsat directly
with Gaussian processes, similar to the low-density mod-
els based on our parametrization upon which we condi-
tion our prior processes. Our framework can then directly
constrain the maximum density up to which the theo-
retical parametrization matches the astrophysical data
as well as the low-density theoretical parameters them-
selves. Additionally, a focused effort in many-body the-
ory could exploit the low-density EoSs preferred by as-
trophysical data to illuminate the nuclear forces that are
challenging to constrain in the laboratory, similar to our
current speculations with existing data. This promises
precise constraints on the EoS, better understanding of
NS in various astrophysical scenarios, and insight into
the fundamental interactions governing nuclear matter.
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Appendix A: Additional Details of the Fake Field
Theories and the Impact of Individual Observations
We present a few additional figures to demonstrate
how the soft and stiff FFTs compare to the real
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions within our analysis. Figs. 5 and 6
show the posterior constraints based on different subsets
of the astrophysical data in the mass-radius and pressure-
density planes, respectively. Generally, we find that
PSR and NICER data favor stiffer EoSs and GW obser-
vations favor softer EoSs. Indeed, the lower limit on pres-
sures is driven by a combination of the massive PSR and
NICER data, while the upper limit is set primarily by
GW observations below ∼ 2nsat and causality at higher
densities, in agreement with previous studies [27]. This
appears to be true regardless of pmax. We can also see
how the agnostic nonparametric extensions above pmax
tend to fill out the posterior credible regions obtained
from completely agnostic analyses, as expected.
Fig. 6 also shows the priors and posteriors for the
soft and stiff FFTs. In particular, it is evident that
the stiff FFT significantly stiffens a priori compared to
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
for n & nsat. We also note that the poste-
rior process conditioned on the soft FFT up to the maxi-
mum pmax considered is forced to the extreme upper prior
bounds at low densities in order to remain consistent with
the astrophysical data after it softens appreciably start-
ing around nsat.
Figs. 7 and 8 show correlations between the pressures
at different densities both a priori and a posteriori for
different astrophysical data sets. Similar to Fig. 1, we
can understand our results by comparing the prior pre-
dictions from different χEFT calculations against the re-
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sults obtained with a completely agnostic analysis that
was not conditioned on χEFT in any way [27].
Appendix B: Quantifying the Information
Fig. 4 represents the amount of information obtained
from various astrophysical observations when we trust
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
up to different pmax. Because this can be
a slippery concept, we quantify exactly what we mean
below.
Each of our priors is conditioned on χEFT uncertainty
up to a pmax, and beyond pmax it is allowed to explore the
full agnostic nonparametric prior. To compute the evi-
dence for each prior, we perform Monte-Carlo integrals
over a finite set of realizations from that prior. This gen-
erates a discrete set of synthetic EoS over which we can
define distributions (as opposed to processes over func-
tional degrees of freedom). In this discrete set, each prior
draw has equal probability (the maximum entropy distri-
bution), and we then evaluate the marginal likelihood of
each astrophysical observation for each synthetic EoS,
updating the distribution.
The Shannon information [89] in base-2 (I2) of a prob-
ability distribution (q) over a discrete set of N outcomes
is defined as
I2(q) = log2N +
N∑
i=1
qi log2 qi (B1)
Consider the case where q has support over only a subset
of the full N outcomes but each element of the subset is
equally likely. We then obtain
I2(q) = log2N − log2 αN = − log2 α (B2)
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. We note that this is independent of the
total number of outcomes initially considered, so that it
does not depend on the size of our Monte-Carlo integrals.
As long the resulting posteriors do not have support for
only 1 synthetic EoS (α 1/N), the statistic should be
numerically stable as we increase the size of our Monte-
Carlo integrals. We also have the natural interpretation
for any q that the fraction of the prior that is still viable
a posteriori is
α(q) = 2−I2(q). (B3)
Fig. 4 presents this quantity for the posterior distribu-
tion obtained with different astrophysical data for our
priors conditioned up to different pmax. Although these
statistics derived from distributions over finite sets of re-
alizations of a process over infinitely many degrees of free-
dom cannot capture all the subtleties associated with the
full process, and equivalent measures may not be easily
produced by analyses that do not perform Monte-Carlo
integrals as we do, we believe these considerations are, if
nothing else, of pedagogical value.
We also note a quirk that is apparent in Fig. 4. When
we trust χEFT up to high densities, the posterior condi-
tioned on all astrophysical data appears to have slightly
less information than the posterior conditioned on only
PSRs and NICER observations. This happens because
the GW and NICER data together actually produce flat-
ter processes (wider distributions) to some extent, par-
ticularly at high densities. With a wider distribution,
there are more viable EOS because the posterior is not
as concentrated. Physically, this is because the GW data
likes soft things that just barely satisfy the PSR mass re-
quirements. That tends produce posteriors at high densi-
ties that are concentrated on the softest EoS permissible.
NICER data adds more weight to stiffer EoS, and so the
high density behavior is not quite as concentrated. This
is apparent in Fig. 9 of Ref. [27], in the first column which
shows the posterior distributions for Mmax. Nonetheless,
the difference is the information reported here is rela-
tively small, and it is clear that the NICER data still
dominates the behavior.
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FIG. 5. Posterior 90% symmetric credible regions for the radius at each mass a priori and conditioned on different data sets with
the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions. Shaded regions show the posteriors conditioned on the theory predictions up to pmax = 0.45, 1.93,
and 10.9 MeV/fm3 (approximately 0.5×, 1×, and 2nsat in QMC(2018)N2LO,l) and colored lines show the analogous 90% symmetric
credible regions from an agnostic analysis not conditioned on field theory predictions [27]. We show the constraints obtained a
priori (far left), with only massive PSRs (middle left), with massive PSRs and GWs (middle), massive PSRs and NICER (middle
right), and with massive PSRs, GWs, and NICER measurements (far right).
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FIG. 6. Posterior 90% symmetric credible regions for the pressure at each density a priori and conditioned on different
data sets with the QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
predictions (top), the soft FFT (middle), and the stiff FFT (bottom). Shaded regions show
the posteriors conditioned on the theory predictions up to pmax = 0.45, 1.93, and 10.9 MeV/fm
3 (approximately 0.5×, 1×,
and 2nsat in QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
) and colored lines show the analogous 90% symmetric credible regions from an agnostic analysis not
conditioned on field theory predictions [27]. From left to right, we show the constraints obtained a priori, with only massive
PSRs, with massive PSRs and GWs, with massive PSRs and NICER measurements, and with all astrophysical data. Compare
to Fig. 3.
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FIG. 7. Correlations between the pressures (in MeV/fm3) at different densities. Prior predictions from both the
QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
(grey) and MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
(blue) χEFT calculations are shown in as shaded regions, and we note that the
MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
prior transitions to an agnostic process at lower densities than the example QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
prior shown here.
We also show the soft (yellow) and stiff (green) FFT priors as shaded regions. Posteriors conditioned on just PSR data (cyan)
as well as those conditioned on PSRs and GWs (red) and PSRs, GWs with either QMC
(2018)
N2LO,l
(black) or MBPT
(2013)
N3LO,nl
(blue)
predictions are also shown as solid lines. This figure focuses on posteriors conditioned on PSR and GW observations, while
Fig. 8 shows the effects of NICER observations.
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FIG. 8. Correlations between the pressures (in MeV/fm3) at different densities. This figure shows the same set of priors as
Fig. 7, but shows posteriors conditioned on PSRs, GWs, and NICER instead of those conditioned on only PSRs and GWs.
